In those traditional organization name translation methods, researchers usually assumed that for every organization name to be translated, its correct translation would exist somewhere on the web. And some researchers further assumed that both the organization names to be translated and their correct translations would exist somewhere on some mix-language web pages. Thus these researchers think it is appropriate to translate organization names with some web mining based methods. However, the correctness of these assumptions has never been verified. In this paper, we focus on this issue and experimentally verify the correctness of these two assumptions. And from our experimental results, we find out several useful distribution characteristics of the organization names that appears on the web. Based on these distribution characteristics, a practical Chinese-English organization name translation method is proposed. Experimental results show that our method is effective. It can improve the inclusion rate of correct translations for those Chinese organization names whose correct translations really exist on the web, and it can also improve the BLEU score and accuracy for those Chinese organization names whose correct translations rarely occur on the web.
Introduction
Named Entity (NE for short) translation is very important for many natural language processing tasks, such as cross-language information retrieval and data-driven machine translation. Generally the NE translation task can be classified into three main sub-tasks that are person name (PER for short) translation, location name (LOC for short) translation and Organization Name (ON for short) translation. Among these sub-tasks, ON translation is attracting more and more research attention.
As there are a large amount of valuable resources on the web, many researchers usually assume that for every ON, its correct translation would exist somewhere on the web. Based on this , and so on) have focused on translating ON with the assistance of web resources. Obviously the performance of these methods will heavily depend on the solution of following problem: how to effectively find the web pages that contain the needed correct translations? Solving this problem usually involves some query construction methods. Some researchers (Huang et al., 2005 , Yang et al., 2009 , and so on) prefer to constructing bilingual queries to find the web pages that contain the needed correct translations. These researchers further assume that both the input ON and its correct translation would exist somewhere on some mix-language web pages. Based on this assumption, they think that bilingual queries are the most useful clues to find these needed mix-language web pages.
It is obviously that these two assumptions are crucial to those ON translation methods that use web resources: their correctness will directly determine the effectiveness of those ON translation methods. So we think it is very necessary to verify the correctness of these two assumptions. However, to our best knowledge, this verification work has never been done. In this paper, we focus on the following two issues. The first issue is to experimentally verify the correctness of these two assumptions. The second issue is to propose an effective ON translation method based on the verification results.
Related Work
Up to now, researchers have proposed many methods to translate NE, and usually these methods can be classified into three types. The first type is a kind of alignment-based method, and it usually extracts translation equivalences from existed parallel or comparable corpus by some alignment technologies. For example, Moore [2003] developed an approach to learn phrase translations from the parallel corpus based on a sequence of cost models. Huang et al. [2003] proposed a multi-feature NE alignment model to extract NE translation pairs. Kumano et al. [2004] proposed a method for extracting English-Chinese NE translation pairs from a content-aligned corpus. And a maximum entropy model for NE alignment was proposed by Feng et al. [2004] . Sproat et al. [2006] investigated the Chinese-English NE transliteration equivalence with comparable corpora. Lee et al. [2006] proposed a new approach to aligning bilingual named entities in a bilingual corpus by incorporating a statistical model with multiple sources. Generally, these alignment based methods are suitable to construct NE dictionary and they can achieve relatively high accuracy for those frequently occurring named entities. However, it would fail to translate those named entities that do not occur in the existing corpus. The second type is a kind of generation-based method, and it usually generates translation for the input by translation models. And the translation approaches of this type usually use some transliteration generation technologies or some automatic generation technologies. proposed generation based approach for ON translation, which directly translates ONs according to their inherent structures. The approaches using generation technologies can output translation results for any input, however, these approaches cannot avoid introducing some translation errors because of the translation systems they used. The third type is a kind of web-assistant based NE translation method. Because 
Our Motivation
We have pointed out that web-assistant based approaches have become the dominant ON translation methods. So we think it is necessary to experimentally verify to what extent their used assumptions are correct. Then based on the experimental results, we can propose a practical ON translation method.
Assumptions Verification
In this section, we carried out experiments to verify the correctness of following two assumptions: one is that for every ON, whether its correct translation really exists on the web; and the other is that whether both the input ONs and their correct translations really exist on some mix-language web pages.
Specifically, we use some bilingual ON translation pairs as test data to verify whether these ON translation pairs and their monolingual ON parts can be found on the web. The test data are extracted from LDC2005T34. Our research interesting is Chinese-English ON translation, thus we filter out the ON translation pairs whose English parts involve other languages such as Japanese Kana. Besides, abbreviations in the English part will also affect our verification of these two assumptions. So we also filter out those ON translation pairs whose English parts contain some abbreviations. We also follow the division in [Chen and Chu, 2004 ] to divide one ON into two parts: the name part and the keyword part. In order to analyze the verification of these two assumptions thoroughly, we divide these ON translation pairs into different groups according to the keyword types of their Chinese parts. And top-20 groups that have the maximal amount of ON translation pairs are selected as final test data. In our experiments, following three kinds of queries are constructed for every ON translation pair:
• Q1: only the Chinese ON part.
• Q2: only the English ON part.
• Q3: the whole ON translation pair.
We obtained at most 10 web pages from Bing (http://www.bing.com/) for every query and compared the inclusion rates of different test groups respectively. For Q1 and Q2, the inclusion rate is defined as the percentage of ON translation pairs whose queries are completely contained in the returned web pages. And for Q3, the inclusion rate is defined as the percentage of ON translation pairs whose Chinese parts and English parts are both contained in the returned web pages. The experimental results are shown in Table 1 . From Table 1 we can draw following conclusions. The first one is that the correct translations for most of Chinese ONs do exist on the web, but we need more effective clues to find them. In other words, the first assumption is correct for most of Chinese ONs, but the second assumption is not always correct. Besides, experimental results also tell us that only bilingual query is not enough to find the web pages that contain those needed correct translations. This conclusion can be further confirmed by another experiment whose results are denoted as Q3' in Table 1 . The query construction method for Q3' is the same with the method for Q3, but the definition of inclusion rate is different. And the inclusion rate for Q3' is defined as the percentage of ON translation pairs whose English parts are contained in the returned web pages. In fact, the experimental results of Q3' are the upper bound of the correct translation inclusion rate that can be obtained by using bilingual queries. But they are still far lower than the results of Q2, which is the true inclusion rate of the correct translations. This result indicates that more efficient clues should be used to find the web pages that contain the correct translations. The second conclusion is that the inclusion rates for different types of Chinese ON are different greatly. To further investigate this conclusion, we pick out some ON translation pairs that have the highest inclusion rate for Q2 and Q3'. We find out that most of these ONs are multinational companies, government agencies, research institutes, university names and so on. These ONs often occur on the web and the available web resources for them are huge. For such kind of ON translation pairs, it is easier to find both some monolingual web pages that contain one of their monolingual ONs and some mix-language web pages that contain both their source ON parts and their target ON parts. And we also select some ON translation pairs that have the lowest inclusion rate for Q2 and Q3'. We find out that these ONs rarely occur on the web directly, and most of them have following two characteristics. First, they usually have a lot of modifiers, thus the lengths of them are long. Second, there are usually some nested sub-ONs in them. Because of these characteristics, we think if these ONs were segmented into several small translation pairs (such as chunk translation pairs), the inclusion rate for these small translation pairs would improve. And further experiments support our idea. These experimental results are shown in Table 2 . In Table  2 , the test data are extracted from the ON translation pairs whose English parts cannot be found on the web. Three types of chunks in the Chinese ON parts are defined as [Chen and Zong, 2008] did, and these chunks are Regionally Restrictive Chunk (RC), Keyword Chunk (KC), and Middle Specification Chunk (MC). The test ON translation pairs are chunked and aligned manually and every chunk translation pair is viewed as a new ON translation pair.
From Table 2 we can see that both the monolingual chunk parts and the whole chunk translation pairs are easier to be found on the web. Moreover, from the inclusion rates for Q1 and Q2 in Table 2 we can see that smaller text units are easier to be found on the web. So this conclusion is also suitable to those ON translation pairs that often occur on the web.
In fact, all of these conclusions can be viewed as the distribution characteristics of Chinese ON on the web. These distribution characteristics are useful for designing appropriate Chinese ON translation method. It should also be noted that there may be some differences in above experiments when we use different search engines, but the experimental results should be similar. Besides, although our experiments are done by using Chinese-English ON translation pairs, we think similar experimental results would be obtained for other language pairs.
Our Web Assistant Based on Translation Method
From above analysis we can obtain following guidelines to design a practical ON translation method that is based on web assistant. The first guideline is that more efficient clues should be used during web mining. From our experiments it can be seen that the key of improving the efficiency of web mining is to use the monolingual web resources effectively. Thus the best clues for those web assistant based ON translation methods should be the translation candidates that are closest to the correct translations. The second guideline is that when translating those ONs whose correct translations rarely occur on the web, it would be helpful if we segmented the input ON into several chunks firstly and then translate these chunks respectively with the assistance of web resources. And the final translation result can be obtained by recombining these chunks' translations in a proper manner. According to these guidelines, the best way for designing a practical ON translation method is to take different translation strategies for different kind of ON types. This is especially important for those ONs whose correct translations rarely occur on the web. Besides, the recombine strategy mentioned in the second guideline must be carefully designed. And for Chinese-English ON translation, [Chen and Zong, 2008] have pointed out that in most of the time, the translation result of a Chinese ON can be obtained by combining the translations of its segmented chunks in a monotone manner. Their works are very useful for us to design the recombining strategy when every chunk's translation has been obtained.
Based on above analysis, we finally design a practical web-assistant based Chinese-English ON translation method as shown in Fig. 1 .
In Fig. 1, we 3. Take RC e , MC e , and KC e as queries respectively and submit each of them to search engine and revise them according to revision rules.
4. Take "RC e + MC e ", "KC e + RC e " and "KC e + MC e " as queries respectively and submit each of them to search engine and revise them according to revision rules.
5. Take "RC e +MC e +KC e ", "KC e +RC e + MC e " and "KC e + MC e + RC e " as queries respectively and submit each of them to search engine and revise them according to revision rules.
6. If there is a query that has been revised in step 4, add it into the recommended translation list. Otherwise, add "RC e MC e KC e " into the recommended translation list.
7. Ranking the recommended translation list and returned the ranked translation list. The main framework of our method is similar with the traditional web assistant based ON translation methods. But what's different is that in our method, the input ON is segmented into chunks firstly. And these chunks and their translation candidates are also participated in the process of query construction. In Fig. 1 , the first two steps can be seen as a traditional ON translation method that is based on web assistant. And the subsequent step is the main component of our method. In these step, we design a gradually expansion method as step 3-6 shown to generate a translation candidate for the input. During this expansion process, some carefully designed revision rules are used to make the candidate result closer and closer to the correct translation. Finally, both the translation results obtained from the traditional method and the translation result obtained from our gradually expansion method form the final translation candidate list. After ranking the item in this translation list, we can output translation result for the input. In our method, we use Ren's ranking strategy ) for ranking the final recommended translation list as shown in step 7 of Fig. 1 .
In Fig. 1 , the revision rules used is as followings: for a given query q (its original Chinese source text is denoted as q c ) and the returned web pages, one of following rules is used to revise q, and we denote the revised result as q ′ .
• Rule 1: If q is completely contained in the web pages, take q as q ′ .
• Rule 2: If q cannot be completely contained in the web pages, but we can find such a continuous English text s in a web page that satisfies following three conditions, take s as q ′ .
(1) Submit s to search engine and it can be completely contained in the returned web pages.
(2) The similarity between s and q is 1. And the similarity is computed with following formula 1.
In this formula, only those notional words are used. This condition is expected to solve the reordering problem in ON translation. For example, with this similarity computation method, "China Bank" and "Bank of China" are viewed as the same. And among them, "Bank of China" is a correct translation for an input ON, while "China Bank" is often wrong generated by a machine translation system.
(3) If there is a word w i in s that does not appear in q, we require that w i must have at least one dictionary translation item that appears in q c or w i must not have any dictionary translation items. This condition is expected to solve the out-of-vocabulary (OOV) translation problem and the translation item selection problem in ON translation. For example, with this condition, we can generate the correct translation "China Lenovo" for the input "中国 联想", where "联想/Lenovo" is an OOV word.
• Rule 3: If q cannot be revised by rule 1 and rule 2, take q as q ′ directly.
Experiments
In this section, we present some experiments that are carried out to evaluate our ON translation method. Specifically, we evaluate the obtained candidate translation results with the metrics of BLEU score and accuracy. In this experiment, test data consists of 500 Chinese ONs that are randomly selected. Among them, there are 200 ONs whose correct translations don't exist on the web. The entire test ONs are chunked manually. Experimental results are shown in Table  3 . From these results we can see that compared with the baseline systems, our method obtains higher inclusion rate and higher translation performance. Besides, we also did some experiments to see whether the inclusion rate for the correct translations of the input will be improved with our query "O c +O e "', where O e ' is the obtained candidate translation from step 6 in Fig. 1 . In this experiment, we randomly select 500 Chinese ONs whose correct translations do exist on the web. Then we compared the inclusion rate of Q3' and the experimental results are shown in Table 4 .
From these results we can see that compared with the baseline systems, our query obtains higher inclusion rate for the correct translations of the input ON, which means it is more likely to discover the correct translation for the input ONs with our query construction method. 
Conclusions
The main contribution of this paper is that we verify two assumptions that are often used in ON translation. Another contribution of this paper is that we find out some distribution characteristics of Chinese ON on the web. These distribution characteristics are very useful for designing appropriate translation method for Chinese ON that is based on web assistant. Besides, we propose a practical Chinese-English ON translation method based on web assistant. And experimental results show that our method is effective.
